Suds

I really like blowing bubbles but the worst part is when they break. Here's a way to capture the shape of the bubbles after they pop! -

1. Make your bubble solution:

Mix 59 mL (1/4 cup) liquid soap, 15 mL (1 tbl) glycerine, 1.89 L (8 cups) water. We like Joy® or Dawn® soap the best. You can also use store bought bubble solution and dilute it with water.

2. Start blowing bubbles.

3. Time to Print

   - Blow plenty of bubbles.
   - Add a few drops of food coloring.
   - Set paper on top of bowl.
• Remove paper and let it dry.

What do the bubble prints look like without adding any food coloring? What other things can you blow bubbles with? Try using more than one color in your print. How can you print one big bubble?